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This bestselling bartending guide, now in its 10th edition, is the most comprehensive and user-
friendly drink recipe book for the home and professional bartender. With more than 2,500
recipes, including 150 new drinks such as low-calorie concoctions and six pages of sake
selections, The Bartender s Black Book details serving etiquette; flavor profiles; food matching;
and the history and lore behind various wines, beers, and spirits. With tips on how to green your
home and/or commercial bar, this environmentally conscientious bar guide also includes Robert
M. Parker’s updated Vintage Guide; an index by ingredients; in-depth mixing instructions; metric
conversion tables; a list of every possible garnish; sections on hot drinks, frozen drinks, beers,
ales, lagers, and malternatives; and Cunningham’s Glossary of Club, Restaurant, and Bar Terms
and Slang.

No one will ever have the creative cocktail knowledge of Stephen Kittredge Cunningham. --
Robert M. Parker, Jr. The Wine Advocate, October 2000About the AuthorStephen Kittredge
Cunningham is a trend expert for Diageo, the world leading drink business, as well as for the
Creative Artists Agency. He writes for Nightclub & Bar magazine
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Pages 7 - 41 are not included in this sample. Pages 50 - 266 are not included in this
sample.                     

The Bartender's Bible: 1001 Mixed Drinks and Everything You Need to Know to Set Up Your Bar
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Melissa Harris, “Awesome and amazing. I love the book and it has so much info along with
recipes”

Tess Morgan, “Fun. Great info, fun recipes”

Ebook Library Reader, “Classic and textbook. I first discovered this book in a bar I worked at as
an emergency drink guide. The pages were dog earred, some missing, others thoroughly
underlined and highlighted. I read it cover to cover and cower one day I would buy it for myself.
Its essential”

Kimberly, “Perfect gift for the bar enthusiast!. My son-in-law was thrilled!”

MartiniMonk, “The Book I Want for the End of the World. If its the End of the World, I plan on
drinking. This book will help me enjoy my last days on this world. But, you don't have to wait for
the apocalypse. Order this book now and enjoy a unique cocktail just for the fun of it - before the
End of Days!”

Mihai Romano, “Five Stars. Such a great book to have around the bar. Great for both new and
advanced bartenders!”

The book by John Ausiman has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 465 people have provided feedback.
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